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that, due to the fact that there were "hundreds of documents," and that the City was

then "working on redactions to documents responsive to some of your prior [RTK]

requests," the review and redaction process of the hearing sheets would not be

completed until November 15, 2019. (Pi.'s Ex. 29.) Later on September 10, 2019, the

plaintiff emailed Attorney Leonard. In this email, she requested access to the hearing

sheet for 41 Berkeley Street. (See Pl.'s Ex. 30.) On September 17, 2019, Attorney

Leonard replied, stating she could not confirm if there was a hearing sheet for that

property until they had completed processing the request. (See Def.'s Ex. P.)

On November 13, 2019, Attorney Leonard emailed the plaintiff to inform her that

the research into her request was ongoing, and that an update would be provided by

December 13, 2019. (See Pl.'s Ex. 31.) On December 13, 2019, Attorney Leonard

wrote the plaintiff to inform her that the City had gathered the potentially responsive

documents and was redacting them. She noted that some of the records had been

completely reviewed and redacted, and that the first batch of such records was attached

to the correspondence. Attorney Leonard further noted that as more records were

completed they would be forwarded to the plaintiff. (See Def.'s Ex. S.)

While the plaintiff was provided with a number of the requested hearing sheets,

at least some were heavily redacted, providing only the date, account number, and

address, along with a citation to the RSA 91-A:5 exemptions the City claimed justified

the redactions. These included exemptions for confidential information, invasion of

privacy, and that the documents were preliminary drafts. (See Pl.'s Ex. 32.)15 The

15 The plaintiff provided two unredacted hearing sheets which showed the notes taken during the hearing.
For example, the notes section of the second of the unredacted sheets states "pool value very high!" and
"City Hall worker table is high." (Pl.'s Ex, 33.) The bottom of the sheet states that "pool changed," and
has "NC" circled, indicating no change was ultimately made. (Id.)
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plaintiff now argues the City violated the RTK law by unreasonably delaying in its

response, and by improperly redacting the hearing review sheets.

The plaintiff argues that the City violated the RTK law by "excessively redacting

the informal hearing notes and failing to provide access to them in unredacted form."

(Pl.'s Memo. at 16.) The City replies that the redactions were proper because the

review sheets constitute preliminary drafts, which are exempt from disclosure. RSA 91-

A:5, IX exempts from disclosure "[p]reliminary drafts, notes, and memoranda and other

documents not in their final form and not disclosed, circulated, or available to a quorum

or a majority of the members of a public body." This exemption is meant to "protect pre-

decisional, deliberative communications that are part of an agency's decision-making

process." ATV Watch v. N.H. Dept of Transp., 161 N.H. 746, 758 (2011) (quotation

omitted).

On the other hand, Idiocuments reflecting data . . . are not subject to exemption

under the deliberative process exemption because they are not part of the

predecisional, deliberative process." Chicago Tribune Co. v. Cook County Assessor's

Office, 109 N.E.3d 872, 880 (III. App. Ct. 2018). Moreover, "purely factual material must

be disclosed . . . once a final decision has been made, unless the factual material is

inextricably linked with predecisional and deliberative discussions." Id. Information

"such as location, square footage, the number of bedrooms, the number of bathrooms"

which leads the Department "to produce another piece of factual data: the property's

taxable market value" is discoverable. Id. However, opinions or deliberations of

Department employees, including internal debates or discussions, as opposed to data,

may be protected under the deliberative process exemption. See id. at 881; see also
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Hearst Corp. v. Hoppe, 580 P.2d 246, 252 (Wash. 1978) ("Unless disclosure reveals

and exposes the deliberative process, as opposed to the facts upon which a decision is

based, the exemption cannot apply."); but see ATV Watch, 161 N.H. at 759 ("the

deliberative-factual distinction has given way to more process-oriented considerations,

i.e., the nature of the process is more significant than the nature of the materials").

The Court must determine whether the informal hearing review sheets merely

contained data or constituted preliminary drafts.16 The next issue then is whether the

City properly redacted as much as it did. A t  trial, the Court was presented with

evidence showing that, at the informal review hearings, KRT representatives and

property owners discussed the review process and why their property values may have

changed. The owners would tell the KRT representatives what aspects of their

properties may have been incorrectly assessed. Property owners' telephone numbers

and email addresses were shared. (See Trial, Day 2 at 1:37.) The KRT representatives

filled out the hearing sheets, which then went to the Department, not to be again seen

by the representatives.17 (See id. at 1:42.)

At the trial, the plaintiff submitted a heavily redacted sheet and indicated many

she received were similarly redacted. Even the initials of the KRT employee were

redacted. I t  is clear to the Court, based on its in camera review of unredacted hearing

review sheets and unredacted sheets presented as evidence at trial, that much of what

was likely redacted constituted mere data. However, it is also clear that at least some

16 The Court denied the plaintiff's motion for summary judgment on this issue, finding that a genuine issue
of material fact existed as to whether the redacted data in the hearing sheets were merely data collected
by KRT employees or reflected KRT employees' thoughts and reflections whose disclosure would
"expose the deliberative process of the Department." (November 23, 2020 Court Order at 18.)
17 Under the terms of the reevaluation contract between KRT and the City, "WI documentation utilized or
obtained during the informal review process shall be relinquished to the municipal assessing officials."
(Pl.'s Ex. 38 at 15.)
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of the sheets also contain what could reasonably be described as constituting aspects

of preliminary drafts such as KRT employee opinions. Thus, when the City redacted

data (such as the number of bedrooms or when a property was sold) it violated the RTK

law. However, the City did not violate the RTK law by redacting KRT employees'

impressions or opinions. Accordingly, the Court orders the City to provide the sought

informal hearing sheets to the plaintiff, this time redacting only what constitutes KRT

employee opinions, deliberations, debates, or discussions, planned actions or next

steps, or is data inextricably intertwined with the deliberative process. See Chicago

Tribune Co., 109 N.E.3d at 880.

As to the City's argument that provision of the unredacted hearing review sheets

would constitute an invasion of privacy, the Court generally disagrees. There may be

some confidential information such as a property owner's contact information, which

should be redacted. However, as the evidence showed at trial, the discussions

between the owners and KRT employees could be overheard by others nearby.

Further, much of the information discussed (e.g., number of bedrooms) is otherwise

accessible to the public through, for example, an online real estate database search. In

short, there is no confidential information or other information implicating privacy

concerns that could not be redacted while still complying with the RTK law.18

(G1) K R T  Field Data Collection Cards

As part of KRT's property reevaluation process, KRT printed field data collection

cards from an assessing database to perform a field review of each property. Field

review involved KRT appraisers verifying or noting corrections to the data contained on

18 The Court again declines to find the City's delay in response constituted a separate RTK law violation
and reminds the City to respond to RTK requests more promptly.
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